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a b s t r a c t
For three types of triples, unordered, cyclic and transitive, the corresponding extended
triple, extended triple system and their large set are introduced. The spectrum of LEDTS(v)
for even v has been given in our paper (Liu and Kang (2009) [9]). In this paper, we
shall discuss the existence problem of LEDTS(v) for odd v and give the almost complete
conclusion: there exists an LEDTS(v) for any positive integer v ≠ 4 except possible v = 95,
143, 167, 203, 215.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let x, y, z be distinct elements in a finite set X . A triple {x, y, z} (or cyclic triple ⟨x, y, z⟩, or transitive triple (x, y, z)) on X is
a set of three unordered pairs {x, y}, {y, z}, {z, x} (or ordered pairs (x, y), (y, z), (z, x), or ordered pairs (x, y), (y, z), (x, z))
of X . For these (classical) triples, the elements in each pair and triple must be distinct. Breaking this restriction, we have
the so-called extended unordered pair (or ordered pair) and extended triple (or extended cyclic triple, or extended transitive
triple), which were firstly introduced by Johnson and Mendelsohn in 1972; see [8].
An extended Steiner (or Mendelsohn, or directed) triple system ESTS(v) (or EMTS(v), or EDTS(v)) is a pair (X,A),
where X is a v-set and A is a collection of extended triples (or cyclic triples, or transitive triples) on X , called blocks,
such that every extended unordered (or ordered) pair of X belongs to exactly one block of A. A large set of ESTS(v)
(or EMTS(v), or EDTS(v)), denoted by LESTS(v) (or LEMTS(v), or LEDTS(v)), is a collection {(X,Ak)}k, where X is a
v-set, each (X,Ak) is an ESTS(v) (or EMTS(v), or EDTS(v)) and these Ak form a partition of all extended triples (or
cyclic triples, or transitive triples) on X . For positive integers w < v, let Y be a w-subset of the v-set X . An EDTS(v,w)
is a trio (X, Y ,A), where A is a collection of extended transitive triples on X , called blocks, such that every extended
ordered pair of X not belonging to Y (called hole) is contained exactly in one block of A. An LEDTS(v,w) is a collection
{(X, Y ,Ai) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3v − 2} such that all extended transitive triples from X , not belonging to Y , are partitioned into
Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3v − 2, where each (X, Y ,Ai) is an EDTS(v,w) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3w − 2 or an EDTS(v) for 3w − 1 ≤ i
≤ 3v − 2.
The types of extended triples (or cyclic triples, or transitive triples) and the extended pairs contained in them are listed
in the following table.
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System Forms of
triple
Pairs covered by
triple
The number of triples
in a v-set
The number of systems
in a large set
S1 : {x, x, x} {x, x} v
ESTS S2 : {x, x, y} {x, x}, {x, y} v(v − 1) v
S3 : {x, y, z} {x, y}, {y, z}, {z, x} v(v − 1)(v − 2)/6
M1 : ⟨x, x, x⟩ (x, x) v
EMTS M2 : ⟨x, x, y⟩ (x, y), (y, x), (x, x) v(v − 1) v
M3 : ⟨x, y, z⟩ (x, y), (y, z), (z, x) v(v − 1)(v − 2)/3
D1 : (x, x, x) (x, x) v
D2 : (x, x, y) (x, x), (x, y) v(v − 1)
EDTS D3 : (x, y, y) (x, y), (y, y) v(v − 1) 3v − 2
D4 : (x, y, x) (x, y), (y, x), (x, x) v(v − 1)
D5 : (x, y, z) (x, y), (y, z), (x, z) v(v − 1)(v − 2)
The existence problem of extended Steiner triple system and extended Mendelsohn triple system have been solved
in [1,2,8]. The existence problem of extended directed triple systemwith some additional conditions has also been discussed
in [5,3]. In [9], we solved the existence problem of LESTS(v) and LEMTS(v). We also determine the existence of LEDTS(v) for
even v. In this paper, we will discuss the existence problem of LEDTS with odd orders and determine its spectrum.
Lemma 1.1 ([9]).
(1) There exists an LESTS(v) for any integer v ≥ 1;
(2) There exists an LEMTS(v) for any integer v ≥ 1;
(3) For even v ≥ 2, there exists an LEDTS(v) if and only if v ≠ 4.
Let K be a set of positive integers, t, v, g1, . . . , gr , n1, . . . , nr be positive integers, s be non-negative integer and∑r
i=1 nigi = v− s. A candelabra t-system (t, K)-CS(v : s) or (t, K)-CS(gn11 gn22 · · · gnrr : s), see [11], is a quadruple (X, S,G,A)
satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) X is a v-set (called points), S is its s-subset (called stem);
(C2) G is a partition of X \ S, which consists of ni gi-subsets (called groups), 1 ≤ i ≤ r;
(C3) A is a family of some subsets of X , each member (called block) has the size from K ;
(C4) Every t-subset T of X is contained in exactly one block if |T ∩ (S ∪ G)| < t, ∀G ∈ G, or in no block if T ⊆ (S ∪ G) for
some G ∈ G.
A candelabra quadruple system CQS(v : s) is a (3, {4})-CS(v : s). A (t, K)-CS(1v : 0) is just a t-wise balanced design
S(t, K , v), briefly denoted by t-BD.
A group divisible t-design (or t-GDD) on a v-set is a trio (X,G,B), where G is a 1-BD on X; B is a family of subsets of X
(called blocks) and |A∩ G| ≤ 1,∀A ∈ B,G ∈ G; each t-subset from t distinct groups is contained in exactly one block. If the
block sizes come from a set K , it is denoted by GDD(t, K , v). The group type of the GDD means the list {|G| : G ∈ G}.
A GDD(3, K , v) = (X,G,B) is called an s-fan GDD(3, (K1, . . . , Ks, KT ), v) if B can be partitioned into disjoint subsets
B1, . . . ,Bs and T , such that each (X,G,Bi) is a GDD(2, Ki, v) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. A frame F(3, 3, gn) is a trio (X,G,A) satisfying
that
(F1) X is a gn-set of points;
(F2) G is a collection of ng-subsets (called groups) of X which partition X;
(F3) A consists of all triples from X , intersecting each group in at most one points;
(F4) A can be partitioned into gnAx, x ∈ G ∈ G, such that each (X \ G,G \ {G},Ax) is a GDD(2, 3, gn−1).
Let v be a positive integer, G be a partition of a v-set X , and K1, . . . , Ks, KT be the sets of positive integers. Suppose that
B1, . . . ,Bs and T are collections of some subsets of X with the size from K1, . . . , Ks and KT respectively. An s-fan design
s-FG(3, (K1, . . . , Ks, KT ), v) is an (s+ 3)-tuple (X,G,B1, . . . ,Bs, T ), where (X,G) is a 1-BD, each (X,G ∪Bi) is a 2-BD for
1 ≤ i ≤ s, and (X,G∪(∪si=1Bi)∪T ) is a 3-BD. An s-FG(3, (3, . . . , 3, 4), gn11 · · · gnrr ) canbe obtained fromaCQS(gn11 · · · gnrr : s)
by deleting all points in its stem.
Lemma 1.2. (1) [7] There exists a 2-FG(3, ({3, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}), 2k) for any integer k ≥ 3.
(2) [7] For odd k ∈ {37, 39, 43} ∪ [57, 73] ∪ [81, 157] ∪ [177,∞), there exists a 2-FG(3, (K4, K4, K4), k) of type 11gα11 · · · gαrr ,
where even gi ≠ 4, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, K4 = {n : n ≥ 4}.
(3) [6] There exists a g-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), g4) if 4|g.
(4) [13] There exists a 2-FG(3, (4, 3, 3), 34k+1) for k > 0.
(5) [14] There exists a 2-FG(3, (3, 3, {4, 6}), 2k−241) for k ≡ 2mod 3 and k ≥ 5.
(6) [14] There exists a 2-FG(3, (3, 3, 4), 2k) for k ≡ 0, 1mod 3 and k ≥ 3.
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(7) [4] There exists an S(3, q+ 1, q2 + 1) for prime power q.
(8) [10] For n > 3 and n ≠ 5, a GDD(3, 4, gn) exists if and only if gn is even and 3|g(n− 1)(n− 2). For n = 5, a GDD(3, 4, gn)
exists if g is divisible by 4 or 6.
Below, In means an n-set, Zn means a residual ring modulo n, and Fq is a finite field of order q. Denote Z∗n = Zn \ {0} and
F∗q = Fq \ {0}. Denote an extended transitive triple by (a, b, c) or abc. For a family of extended transitive triplesA on Zn (or
Fq) and x,m ∈ Zn (or Fq), denote
A+ x = {(a+ x, b+ x, c + x) : (a, b, c) ∈ A}, mA = {(ma,mb,mc) : (a, b, c) ∈ A},
−A = {(−a,−b,−c) : (a, b, c) ∈ A} and A−1 = {(c, b, a) : (a, b, c) ∈ A}.
Definition 1.1. For integers ni, gi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r , a directed group divisible triple system DGDD(gn11 · · · gnrr ) is a trio (X,G,A)
satisfying that
(1) X is a set of
∑r
i=1 nigi elements (points);
(2) G is a partition of X into ni subsets (groups) of size gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r;
(3) A is a family of some transitive triples (blocks) from X , intersecting each group in at most one point;
(4) Each ordered pair on X from distinct (or same) groups is contained in exactly one (or no) block.
Definition 1.2. For n, g, s > 0, an extended directed group divisible triple system EDGDD(gns1) is a trio (X,G,A) satisfying
that
(1) X is a set of (ng + s) elements (points);
(2) G = {G0, . . . ,Gn} (groups) is a partition of X , where |G0| = s, other |Gi| = g;
(3) A is a family of extended transitive triples (blocks) from X such that A ⊈ G,∀A ∈ A,G ∈ G;
(4) Each ordered 2-subset (x, y) of X is contained in exactly one (or no) block if x, y are in distinct (or same) groups. Each
pair (x, x) is contained in exactly one (or no) block if x ∉ G0 (or x ∈ G0).
Definition 1.3. For n > 0, a DGDD∗(3n11) is a trio (X ∪ {w},G,A) satisfying that
(1) X ∪ {w} is a set of (3n+ 1) elements (points),w ∉ X;
(2) G is a partition of X into ordered Gi = (ai,0, ai,1, ai,2), i ∈ In, the element of G ∪ {w} is called group;
(3) A is a family of transitive triples (blocks) from X ∪ {w} such that A ∉ G and each ordered pair (b, c) or (ai,j, ai,j+1), i ∈
In, j ∈ Z3, is contained in exactly one block, where b, c belong to the distinct groups.
Definition 1.4. For n > 0, an EDGDD∗(3n11) is a trio (X ∪ {w},G,A) satisfying that
(1) X ∪ {w} is a set of (3n+ 1) elements (points),w ∉ X;
(2) G is a partition of X into ordered Gi = (ai,0, ai,1, ai,2), i ∈ In, the element of G ∪ {w} is called group;
(3) A is a family of extended transitive triples (blocks) from X ∪ {w} such that A ⊈ G,∀A ∈ A,G ∈ G, each ordered pair
(x, x) or (b, c) or (ai,j+1, ai,j), i ∈ In, j ∈ Z3, is contained in exactly one block, where x ∈ X and b, c belong to the distinct
groups.
Example 1.1. A DGDD∗(3211), an EDGDD(3211) and an EDGDD∗(3211):
Take X = Z6 and G = {G1,G2, {w}}, where ordered G1 = (0, 1, 2) and G2 = (3, 4, 5).
DGDD∗(3211) : 501, 412, 320, 034, 245, 153, 0w5, 1w4, 2w3, 3w1, 4w0, 5w2;
EDGDD(3211) : 040, 131, 252, 323, 414, 505, 03w, 15w, 24w,w30, w51, w42;
EDGDD∗(3211) : 004, 113, 225, 332, 441, 550, 310, 052, 154, 423, w21, w35, 4w0, 2w4, 03w, 51w.
It is unanimous for these designs to cover all ordered pairs in distinct groups. As well, the designs EDGDD and EDGDD∗
cover all pairs (x, x) for x ∈ Z6. And, the design DGDD∗ covers the pairs (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0) and (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3), the design
EDGDD∗ covers the pairs (0, 2), (2, 1), (1, 0) and (3, 5), (5, 4), (4, 3) too.
2. Further concepts
Definition 2.1. For integers n, g > 0, a DF(gn) is a trio (X,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of gn elements (points);
(2) G is a partition of X into n subsets (groups) of size g . For x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx;
(3) A consists of all transitive triples (blocks) from X , intersecting each group in at most one point,
(4) A can be partitioned into {B jx : x ∈ X, j ∈ I3}, whereB jx forms a DGDD(gn−1) on X \ Gx with the group set G \ {Gx}.
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Definition 2.2. For n, g > 0 and s ≥ 2, a PDGDD(gn : s) is a quadruple (X, S,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of ng elements, S is a set of s-set and X ∩ S = ∅, the element of X ∪ S is called point;
(2) G is a partition of X into n subsets (groups) of size g . For x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx.
(3) A consists of all transitive triples (blocks) from X ∪ S such that |A ∩ S| ≤ 1, |A ∩ G| ≤ 1,∀A ∈ A,G ∈ G;
(4) A can be partitioned into {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ I3} ∪ {Bk : 1 ≤ k ≤ 3(s− 2)}, where
A
j
x forms a DGDD(gn−1(s+ 1)1) on X \ (Gx \ {x})with the group set (G \ {Gx}) ∪ {S ∪ {x}},
Bk forms a DGDD(gn) on X \ G0 with the group set G.
Example 2.1. A PDGDD(34 : 2):
Take X = Z12, S = {u, v} andG = {Gi : 0 ≤ i ≤ 3}, where Gi = {i, i+4, i+8}, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. Define the following transitive
triple families on Z12 \ {4, 8}with the groups G1,G2,G3 and {u, v, 0}, where 10,11 are written as 0, 1, respectively.
A00 : u96, u75, u01, 9u3, 1u2, 6u1, 21u, 57u, 30u, 279, 392, 560, v05, v11, v76, 7v2, 0v9, 6v3, 31v, 52v,
91v, 012, 035, 067, 136, 090, 101, 251, 071, 615, 230, 503, 169, 100, 970, 170;
A10 : u36, u09, u51, 3u1, 9u2, 0u7, 75u, 61u, 12u, 013, 027, 056, v21, v69, 2v3, 3v5, 7v1, 9v7, 5v0, 10v,
16v, 617, 250, 091, 100, 121, 011, 329, 572, 165, 300, 053, 963, 760, 790, 190;
A20 : u35, u27, u16, 1u1, 9u0, 0u9, 71u, 52u, 36u, 201, 063, 709, v16, v97, v23, v51, 7v0, 61v, 25v, 39v,
01v, 130, 172, 012, 105, 961, 110, 932, 219, 031, 530, 050, 007, 576, 690, 675.
LetAjx = Aj0 + x, x ∈ Z12, j ∈ Z3. Then, we can prove that the collection {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ Z3} forms a PDGDD(34 : 2). In
fact, it is not difficult to verify that eachAj0 is a DGDD(3
4) with the group set (G \ {G0}) ∪ {{0, u, v}}, and eachAjx forms a
DGDD(34)with the group set (G \ {Gi}) ∪ {{x, u, v}}, x ∈ Gi ∈ G. And, allAjx are mutually disjoint. So, these designs form a
desired PDGDD(34 : 2) indeed. 
Definition 2.3. For integers s, gi, ni > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a PECS(gn11 · · · gnrr : s) is a quadruple (X, S,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of
∑r
i=1 nigi

elements, S is an s-set and X ∩ S = ∅, the element of X ∪ S is called point;
(2) G is a partition of X into ni subsets (groups) of size gi. For x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx;
(3) A consists of all extended transitive triples (blocks) from X ∪ S, not belonging to G ∪ S, ∀G ∈ G;
(4) A can be partitioned into {B jx : x ∈ X, j ∈ I3} ∪ {Ck : k ∈ I3s−2}, where
B
j
x forms an EDGDD

1
∑r
i=1 nigi−|Gx|(|Gx| + s)1

on X ∪ S with the long group Gx ∪ S,
Ck forms a DGDD(g
n1
1 · · · gnrr ) on X with the group set G.
Definition 2.4. For integers n, g > 0 and s ≥ 0, a PECS∗(gn : s) is a quadruple (X, S,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of ng elements, S is an s-set and X ∩ S = ∅, the element of X ∪ S is called point;
(2) G is a partition of X into n subsets (groups) of size g . For x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx;
(3) A consists of all extended transitive triples (blocks) from X ∪ S, not belonging to G ∪ S, ∀G ∈ G;
(4) A can be partitioned into {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ Z3} ∪ {Bk : k ∈ I3s+4}, where
A
j
x forms an EDGDD(1g(n−1)(g + s− 1)1) on (X \ {x}) ∪ S with the long group (Gx \ {x}) ∪ S,
Bk forms a DGDD(gn) on X with the group set G.
Example 2.2. A PECS∗(33 : 1):
Take X = F9, S = {w}, G = {Gi : i ∈ Z3} and g is a primitive element of F9, where g2 = 1 + 2g and G0 = {0, g, g5},
G1 = G0 + 1 = {1, g7, g2},G2 = G0 + g3 = {g3, g4, g6}. Below, define the extended transitive triple families A10,A20 on
F∗9 ∪ {w} with the long group {g, g5, w}, and define the transitive triple families Bk (k ∈ I7) on F9 with the group set G. In
A10,A
2
0,B1,B2 andB3, the point g
a is briefly denoted by its index a and the point 0 is denoted by ∗.
A10 : 006, 223, 332, 447, 660, 774, 461, 210, 163, 052, 645, 627, 172, 314, 071, 356, 570, 430, 753, 254,
w04, w26, w37, 76w, 03w, 42w;
A20 : 060, 232, 303, 424, 676, 747, 146, 017, 120, 257, 705, 502, 721, 613, 341, 453, 564, 365, 0w4,
2w6, 3w7, 4w0, 6w2, 7w3;
B1 : ∗04, 176, 235, ∗26, 103, 457, ∗37, 142, 560, 40∗, 532, 671, 301, 62∗, 754, 065, 241, 73∗;
B2 : 04∗, 352, 617, 031, 26∗, 574, 056, 214, 37∗, ∗40, 253, 716, ∗62, 130, 475, ∗73, 412, 650;
B3 : 4 ∗ 0523, 761, 310, 6 ∗ 2, 745, 421, 605, 7 ∗ 3, 0 ∗ 4, 167, 325, 013, 2 ∗ 6, 547, 124, 3 ∗ 7, 506;
B4 = {(1, g6, g)+ i, (g, g6, 1)+ i, i ∈ F9}; B5 = {(g, g2, g6)+ i, (1, g, g4)+ i, i ∈ F9};
B6 = {(1, g4, g)+ i, (1, g5, g3)+ i, i ∈ F9}; B7 = {(g, 1, g6)+ i, (1, g5, g4)+ i, i ∈ F9}.
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LetA00 = (A10)−1 andAjx = Aj0+x, x ∈ F9, j ∈ Z3. Then, we can prove that the collection {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ Z3}∪{Bk : k ∈ I7}
forms a PECS∗(33 : 1). In fact, it is not difficult to verify that
each ofA10,A
2
0 andA
0
0 is an EDGDD(3
116) on F∗9 ∪ {w}with the long group G0 = {g, g5, w},
eachBk is a DGDD(33)with the group set G.
And, allAjx andBk are mutually disjoint. Therefore, these designs form a desired PECS∗(33 : 1) indeed. 
Definition 2.5. For integer n > 0, a PECS1(3n) is a trio (X,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of 3n elements (points);
(2) G is a partition of X into ordered groups Gi = (ai,0, ai,1, ai,2), i ∈ In;
(3) A consists of all extended transitive triples (blocks) from X with the forms : (a, b, c) or (d, ai,j, ai,j+1) or (ai,j+1, ai,j, d)
or (a, b, a), where a, b, c belong to the distinct groups and d ∉ {ai,0, ai,1, ai,2}.
(4) A can be partitioned into {Arx : x ∈ X, r ∈ Z3}, whereA1x = (A0x)−1 and
A0x forms a DGDD
∗(3n−111) on X \ {ai,j, ai,j+1}with the group set (G \ {Gi}) ∪ {ai,j+2}, x = ai,j;
A2x forms an EDGDD(3
n−111) on X \ {ai,j, ai,j+1}with the group set (G \ {Gi}) ∪ {ai,j+2}, x = ai,j.
Definition 2.6. For integer n > 0, a PECS2(3n) is a trio (X,G,A) satisfying that
(1) X is a set of 3n elements (points);
(2) G is a partition of X into ordered groups Gi = (ai,0, ai,1, ai,2), i ∈ In;
(3) A consists of all extended transitive triples (blocks) from X , with the forms:
(a, b, c), (ai,j, d, ai,j+1), (ai,j+1, d, ai,j), (d, ai,j+1, ai,j), (ai,j, ai,j+1, d), (a, a, b), (b, a, a),
where a, b, c belong to the distinct groups and d ∉ {ai,0, ai,1, ai,2}.
(4) A can be partitioned into {Brx : x ∈ X, r ∈ Z3} ∪ {Ck : k ∈ I4}, whereB1x = (B0x )−1 and
B0x forms an EDGDD
∗(3n−111) on X \ {ai,j, ai,j+2}with the group set (G \ {Gi}) ∪ {ai,j+1}, x = ai,j;
B2x forms a DGDD(1
3n−2) on X \ {ai,j, ai,j+2}, x = ai,j;
Ck forms a DGDD(3n) on X with the group set G.
Example 2.3. A PECS1(33) and a PECS2(33):
Take X = F9, G = {Gi : i ∈ Z3} and g is a primitive element of F9, where g2 = 1 + 2g and the ordered groups
G0 = (0, g, g5),G1 = G0 + 1 = (1, g7, g2),G2 = G0 + g3 = (g3, g4, g6). Below, define the following extended transitive
triple families, where the point ga is briefly denoted by its index a ∈ Z8 and the point 0 is denoted by ∗.
A00 : 034, 607, 246, 320, 472, 763, 056, 253, 357, 450, 652, 754;
A20 : 040, 262, 323, 474, 606, 737, 035, 245, 530, 542, 567, 765;
B00 : 004, 226, 332, 447, 660, 773, 410, 062, 423, 764, 370, 031, 214, 671, 127, 136;
B20 : 012, 304, 067, 316, 147, 264, 327 and their converse;
C1 = {(0, g2, g3)+ i, (g3, g2, 0)+ i : i ∈ F9}; C2 = {(0, 1, g3)+ i, (g3, 1, 0)+ i : i ∈ F9};
C3 = {(0, g4, g2)+ i, (g2, g4, 0)+ i : i ∈ F9}; C4 = {(0, g3, g2)+ i, (g2, g3, 0)+ i : i ∈ F9}.
LetA10 = (A00)−1,B10 = (B00)−1 andArx = Ar0 + x, Brx = Br0 + x, x ∈ F9, r ∈ Z3. It is easy to verify that
A00 is a DGDD
∗(3211),A20 is an EDGDD(3211) on F
∗
9 \ {g}with the group set {g5} ∪ G1 ∪ G2,
B00 is an EDGDD
∗(3211) on F∗9 \ {g5}with the group set {g} ∪ G1 ∪ G2,
B20 is a DGDD(1
7) on F∗9 \ {g5}, and Ck is a DGDD(33)with the group set G.
And, these families cover all allowed triples. Therefore, the collection {Arx : x ∈ X, r ∈ Z3} forms a PECS1(33) and the
collection {Brx : x ∈ X, r ∈ Z3} ∪ {Ck : k ∈ I4} forms a PECS2(33) on F9. 
Example 2.4. A PECS1(35) and a PECS2(35):
Take X = Z15 and G = {Gi : i ∈ Z5}, where the ordered groups Gi = (i, i+ 5, i+ 10), i ∈ Z5. Below, the elements 10, 11,
12, 13, 14 are denoted by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. Define
A00 : 123, 147, 189, 102, 134, 248, 291, 203, 324, 341, 360, 379, 731, 432, 403, 143, 634, 962, 971, 704, 746,
821, 812, 086, 807, 902, 198, 401, 309, 041, 213, 147, 120, 236, 248, 432, 783, 461, 694, 933, 844, 249, 422,
372, 638, 311, 627, 216;
A20 : 173, 917, 263, 423, 402, 403, 123, 462, 801, 289, 370, 784, 418, 413, 069, 201, 219, 643, 371, 719, 362, 324,
204, 304, 321, 264, 108, 982, 073, 487, 814, 314, 960, 102, 912, 346, 131, 212, 393, 414, 676, 747, 868, 939,
141, 282, 323, 424;
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B00 : 117, 221, 331, 442, 669, 773, 882, 996, 113, 224, 334, 448, 231, 917, 143, 263, 281, 189, 124, 239, 793,
471, 124, 781, 132, 364, 928, 462, 324, 648, 412, 392, 374, 476, 431, 326, 862, 184, 431, 874, 423, 291, 637,
193, 151, 252, 353, 454, 651, 752, 853, 954, 156, 257, 358, 459;
B20 : 123, 246, 369, 159, 512, 635, 574, 231, 937, 543, 421, 334, 491, 831, 448, 117, 274, 164, 942, 387, 825, 413,
928, 726, 223, 618 and their reverse;
C1 : 014, 029, 410, 920, mod 15; C2 : 034, 079, 430, 970, mod 15;
C3 : 012, 063, 210, 360, mod 15; C4 : 012, 073, 210, 370, mod 15.
Using the same notation and proof with Example 2.3, we can verify that
A00 is a DGDD
∗(3411),A20 is an EDGDD(3411) on Z
∗
15 \ {5}with the group set {10} ∪ G1 ∪ G2,
B00 is an EDGDD
∗(3411) on Z∗15 \ {10}with the group set {5} ∪ G1 ∪ G2,
B20 is a DGDD(1
13) on Z∗15 \ {10}, and Ck is a DGDD(35)with the group set G.
And, these families cover all allowed triples. Therefore, the collection {Arx : x ∈ Z15, r ∈ Z3} forms a PECS1(35) and the
collection {Brx : x ∈ Z15, r ∈ Z3} ∪ {Ck : k ∈ I4} forms a PECS2(35) on Z15. 
Definition 2.7. For integers n, g > 0, a PEDGDD(gn : 1) is a trio (X ∪ {w},G,B) satisfying that
(1) X ∪ {w} is a set of (ng + 1) elements (points),w ∉ X;
(2) G is a partition of X into n subsets (groups) of size g , denote G = Gx for x ∈ G ∈ G;
(3) B consists of all such extended transitive triples (blocks) T from X ∪ {w}, that |T | > 1; |T ∩ G| ≤ 1, ∀G ∈ G; if w ∈ T
then |T | = 3 andw does not appear in the middle position.
(4) B can be partitioned into {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ Z3}, where
A0x forms an EDGDD(g
n−111) on (X \ Gx) ∪ {x}with the short group {x},
A1x (andA
2
x ) forms an EDGDD(g
n−121) on (X \ Gx) ∪ {x, w}with the short group {x, w}.
Example 2.5. A PEDGDD(33 : 1):
Take X = Z9 and G = {{i, i + 3, i + 6} : i ∈ Z3}. For x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx. First, construct the following extended
transitive triple familiesA00 (on Z9 \ {3, 6}) andA10,A20 (on (Z9 \ {3, 6}) ∪ {w}):
A00 : 121, 242, 484, 515, 757, 878, 018, 045, 027, 720, 540, 810;
A10 : 115, 224, 442, 551, 778, 887, w12, w57, w48, 84w, 75w, 21w, 180, 450, 270, 072, 054, 081;
A20 : 511, 422, 244, 155, 877, 788, w21, w75, w84, 48w, 57w, 12w, 801, 504, 702, 207, 405, 108.
LetAjx = Aj0 + x, x ∈ Z9, j ∈ Z3. It is not difficult to verify that
A00 forms an EDGDD(1
132) on Z9 \ {3, 6}with the groups {0} ∪ G1 ∪ G2;
A10 (andA
2
0) forms an EDGDD(2
132) on (Z9 \ {3, 6}) ∪ {w}with the groups {0, w} ∪ G1 ∪ G2.
And, these families cover all allowed triples. Therefore, the collection {Ajx : x ∈ Z9, j ∈ Z3} forms a PEDGDD(33 : 1). 
Definition 2.8. For integers n, g > 0, a PDCS(gn : 1) is a triple (X ∪ {w},G,C) satisfying that
(1) X ∪ {w} is a set of (ng + 1) elements (points),w ∉ X;
(2) G is a partition of X into n subsets (groups) of size g , denote G = Gx for x ∈ G ∈ G;
(3) C consists of all transitive triples (blocks) T from X ∪ {w} such that T ⊈ G ∪ {w},∀G ∈ G and if w ∈ T then w only
appears in the middle position.
(4) C can be partitioned into {Ajx : x ∈ X, j ∈ Z3} ∪ {B}, where
A0x forms a DGDD(1
g(n−1)g1) on (X \ {x}) ∪ {w}with the long group (Gx \ {x}) ∪ {w},
A1x (A
2
x) forms a DGDD(1
g(n−1)(g − 1)1) on X \ {x}with the long group Gx \ {x},
B forms a DGDD(gn) on X with the group set G.
Example 2.6. A PDCS(33 : 1):
Take X = F9 and G = {{x, x + g, x + g5} : x = 0, 1, g3}, where g is a primitive element of F9, g2 = 1 + 2g . For
x ∈ G ∈ G, denote G = Gx. First, constructA00 on F∗9 ∪ {w}, constructA10 andA20 on F∗9 , and constructB on F9 as follows. In
theAj0 (j ∈ Z3), the point ga is briefly denoted by its index a ∈ Z8.
A00 : 2w3, 7w4, 6w7, 4w2, 3w0, 0w6, 416, 520, 721, 254, 276, 632, 356, 537, 645, 601, 102, 043, 705, 407, 173, 314;
A10 : 012, 034, 056, 307, 140, 136, 217, 250, 243, 426, 631, 532, 735, 741, 457, 654, 670, 762;
A20 : 013, 024, 065, 507, 710, 126, 174, 420, 621, 723, 275, 630, 341, 352, 367, 453, 476, 564;
B = {(1, g3, g5)+ x, (1, g, g6)+ x : x ∈ F9}.
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LetAjx = Aj0 + x, x ∈ Z9, j ∈ Z3. It is not difficult to verify that,
A00 forms a DGDD(3
116) on F∗9 ∪ {w}with the long group {w, g, g5};
A10 (andA
2
0) forms a DGDD(2
116) on F∗9 with the long group {g, g5};
B forms a DGDD(33) on F9 with the group set G.
And, these families cover all allowed triples. Therefore, the collection {Ajx : x ∈ Z9, j ∈ Z3}∪{B} forms a PDCS(33 : 1). 
3. Recursive construction
Lemma 3.1 ([9]). There exists a DF(gn) satisfying one of the following conditions for positive integers g, n:
(1) n ≡ 1, 2 mod 3; (2) 6|n and 3|g; (3) n ≡ 3 mod 6, n > 3 and 6|g.
Theorem 3.1. If there exist a PECS(g10g
n1
1 · · · gnrr : s), an LEDTS(gi + s, s) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and an LEDTS(g0 + s), then there exist
an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s

, an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s, g0 + s

and an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s, s

.
Proof. Let PECS(g10g
n1
1 · · · gnrr : s) = (X, S,G,A), where |X | =
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s, |S| = s,G consists of one g0-group G0
and nigi-groups, 1 ≤ i ≤ r . A consists of all extended transitive triples from X , not belonging to S ∪ G,∀G ∈ G. A can be
partitioned into {B jx : x ∈ G ∈ G, j ∈ I3} ∪ {Ck : k ∈ I3s−2}, where eachB jx forms an EDGDD(1
∑r
i=1 nigi+g0−|G|(|G| + s)1) on X
with the long group G ∪ S, x ∈ G ∈ G, each Ck forms a DGDD(g10gn11 · · · gnrr ) on X \ S with the group set G.
By the assumption, there exists an LEDTS(|G| + s, s) on G ∪ S for each G ∈ G \ {G0}, which contains
3|G| disjoint EDTS(|G| + s) = (G ∪ S,C jx), x ∈ G, j ∈ I3;
(3s− 2) disjoint EDTS(|G| + s, s) = (G ∪ S, S,Dk(G)), 1 ≤ k ≤ 3s− 2.
And, there exists an LEDTS(g0 + s) on G0 ∪ S. It contains
3|G0| disjoint EDTS(g0 + s) = (G0 ∪ S,C jx), x ∈ G0, j ∈ I3;
(3s− 2) disjoint EDTS(g0 + s) = (G0 ∪ S, Ek), 1 ≤ k ≤ 3s− 2.
Define Γ jx = B jx ∪ C jx, x ∈ G ∈ G, j ∈ I3 and Λk = (G∈G\{G0}Dk(G)) ∪ Ck ∪ Ek, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3s − 2. Then each Γ jx
or Λk forms an EDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s

on X , and they form an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s

. Obviously, there also
exist an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s, g0 + s

and an LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s, s

by the structure of the obtained
LEDTS
∑r
i=1 gini + g0 + s

. 
Theorem 3.2. If there exist 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), gn), PECS1(3k) ∀ k ∈ KB, PECS2(3k) ∀ k ∈ KC , and DF(3k) ∀ k ∈ KD , then
there exists a PECS∗((3g)n : 0).
Construction. Let 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), gn) = (X,G,B,C,D), where G is a partition of gn-set X into ng-groups. Denote
S ′ = S × Z3 for S ⊆ X and GA = {Gx : x ∈ A} for A ⊆ X , where Gx = {x} × Z3. The point (x, i) ∈ X × Z3 is briefly written as
xi. By assumption, we have the following designs (1)–(3):
(1) PECS1(3|A|) = (A′,GA,BA) for A ∈ B. The BA can be partitioned into 9|A| disjoint Brx,j(A), x ∈ A, j, r ∈ Z3, where
B0x,j(A) (B
2
x,j(A)) is a DGDD
∗(3|A|−111) (EDGDD(3|A|−111)) on A′ \{xj, xj+1}with the groups (GA \{Gx})∪{xj+2}, andB1x,j(A) =
(B0x,j(A))
−1.
(2) PECS2(3|A|) = (A′,GA,CA) for A ∈ C. The CA can be partitioned into 9|A| disjoint Crx,j(A) and four disjoint Ck(A), x ∈
A, j, r ∈ Z3, k ∈ I4, where C1x,j(A) = (C0x,j(A))−1 and
C0x,j(A) is an EDGDD
∗(3|A|−111) on A′ \ {xj, xj+2}with the groups (GA \ {Gx}) ∪ {xj+1};
C2x,j(A) is a DGDD(1
3|A|−2) on A′ \ {xj, xj+2};
Ck(A) is a DGDD(3|A|) on A′ with the groups GA.
(3) DF(3|A|) = (A′,GA,DA) for A ∈ D . TheDA can be partitioned into 9|A| disjointD rx,j(A), which is a DGDD(3|A|−1) on
(A \ {x})× Z3 with the groups GA\{x}, x ∈ A, j, r ∈ Z3.
Now, define
F rx,j =
 
x∈A∈B
Brx,j(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈C
Crx,j(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈D
D rx,j(A)

, x ∈ X, j, r ∈ Z3;
Fk =

A∈C
Ck(A), k ∈ I4.
Then, F = {F rx,j : x ∈ X, j, r ∈ Z3} ∪ {Fk : k ∈ I4} forms a PECS∗((3g)n : 0) on X ′ with the groups {G′ : G ∈ G}.
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Proof. (1) Each F 0x,j (or F
1
x,j) forms an EDGDD(1
3g(n−1)(3g − 1)1) on (X × Z3) \ {xj}with the long group G′ \ {xj}, x ∈ G ∈ G.
Let us show that any pair P ⊄ G′ \ {xj} appears exactly in one block of F 0x,j.
P = (xj+2, βr) (or (βr , xj+2)), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. Consider the block A inB ∪ C ∪D, {x, β} ⊂ A:
* There exists a unique block A ∈ B, andB0x,j(A) is a DGDD∗(3|A|−111) on A′ \ {xj, xj+1}with the groups (GA \ {Gx})∪ {xj+2},
so the pair P appears in a unique block ∈ B0x,j(A);
* There exists a unique block A ∈ C, but the corresponding C0x,j(A) is defined in A′ \ {xj, xj+2}, so the pair P = (xj+2, βr)
cannot appear in C0x,j(A);
* There exists a block A ∈ D , but the correspondingD0x,j(A) is defined in (A \ {x}) × Z3, so the pair P = (xj+2, βr) cannot
appear inD0x,j(A).
P = (xj+1, βr) (or (βr , xj+1)), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. Similar to the above case, we can show to exist a unique block A ∈ C such
that {x, β} ⊂ A, andC0x,j(A) is an EDGDD∗(3|A|−111) on X \{xj, xj+2}with the groups (GA \{Gx})∪{xj+1}, so the pair P appears
in a unique block ∈ C0x,j(A).
P = (βr , βr+1), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. Consider the block A inB ∪ C ∪D, {x, β} ⊂ A:
* There exists a unique block A ∈ B, andB0x,j(A) is a DGDD∗(3|A|−111) on A′ \ {xj, xj+1}with the groups (GA \ {Gx})∪ {xj+2},
so the pair P appears in a unique block ∈ B0x,j(A) by the definition of DGDD∗(3|A|−111);
* There exists a unique block A ∈ C, but the corresponding C0x,j(A) is an EDGDD∗(3|A|−111) on A′ \ {xj, xj+2}, which contains
no pair (αj, αj+1) for any α ∈ A \ {x} by the definition of EDGDD∗(3|A|−111);
* There exists a block A ∈ D , but the correspondingD0x,j(A) is a DGDD(3|A|−1), so the pair P = (βr , βr+1) cannot appear in
D0x,j(A).
P = (βr+1, βr) or (βr , βr), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. Similar to the case P = (βr , βr+1), we can show to exist a unique block A ∈ C
such that {x, β} ⊂ A, and C0x,j(A) is an EDGDD∗(3|A|−111) on X \ {xj, xj+2} with the groups (GA \ {Gx}) ∪ {xj+1}, so the pair
P = (βr+1, βr) appears in a unique block ∈ C0x,j(A).
P = (αr , βs), r, s ∈ Z3, α ≠ β and x ∉ {α, β}. There exists a unique block A ⊇ {x, α, β} and
A ∈ B or C orD H⇒ there exists a unique block inB0x,j(A) or C0x,j(A) orD0x,j(A) containing P , where the latter is due to
((A \ {x})× Z3,GA\{x},D0x,j(A)) = DGDD(3|A|−1).
(2) Each F 2x,j forms an EDGDD(1
3g(n−1)(3g − 1)1) on (X × Z3) \ {xj}with the long group G′ \ {xj}, x ∈ G ∈ G. Imitating the
proof method in (1), we can show that any pair P ⊄ G′ \ {xj} appears exactly in one block ofF 2x,j as follows. Note thatB2x,j(A)
is an EDGDD(3|A|−111) on A′ \ {xj, xj+1} with the groups (GA \ {Gx}) ∪ {xj+2}; C2x,j(A) is a DGDD(13|A|−2) on A′ \ {xj, xj+2};
D2x,j(A) is a DGDD(3
|A|−1) on (A \ {x})× Z3 with the groups GA\{x}, x ∈ A, j ∈ Z3, r ∈ I3.
P = (xj+2, βr) (or (βr , xj+2), or (βr , βr)), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. P appears in a unique block ofB2x,j(A);
P = (xj+1, βr) (or (βr , xj+1)), r ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. P appears in a unique block of C2x,j(A);
P = (βr , βs), r ≠ s ∈ Z3, β ≠ x. P appears in a unique block of C2x,j(A);
P = (αr , βs), r, s ∈ Z3, α ≠ β and x ∉ {α, β}. P appears in a unique block of B2x,j(A) (or C2x,j(A), orD2x,j(A)), if {x, α, β}
appears in a block ofB (or C, orD).
(3) EachFk forms a DGDD((3g)n) on X ′. In fact, for any pair P = {αr , βs} from distinct groups, there exists a unique block
A ∈ C containing α, β . And, by the construction,Ck(A) forms aDGDD(3|A|) on A′ with the groupsGA. So, there exists a unique
block in Ck(A) ⊂ Fk, containing P .
(4) Any triple T = (αr , βs, γt) belongs to F , where α, β, γ ∈ X, {α, β, γ } ⊄ G ∈ G, r, s, t ∈ Z3.|{α, β, γ }| = 3, i.e., α, β, γ belong to exact three distinct groups of G. By the definition of 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), gn),
there exists a unique A ∈ B ∪ C ∪D such that {α, β, γ } ⊆ A. Therefore, T ∈ BA (or CA, orDA)⊂ F , if A ∈ B (or C, orD),
by the definition ofBA (or CA, orDA).|{α, β, γ }| = 2, i.e., α, β, γ belong to exact two distinct groups of G.
* T = (βs, αr , αr+1) (or (αr+1, αr , βs)). There exists a unique block A ∈ B containing {α, β}. SinceBA forms a PECS1(3|A|)
on A′, there exists a unique T ∈ B0x,j(A) (orB1x,j(A)) ⊂ BA ⊂ F , where x ≠ α, j ∈ Z3.
* T = (βs, αr+1, αr), (αr+1, βs, αr), (αr , αr+1, βs), (αr , βs, αr+1). There exists a unique block A ∈ C containing {α, β}.
Since CA forms a PECS2(3|A|) on A′, there exists a unique T ∈ Ctx,j(A) ⊂ CA ⊂ F , where j, t ∈ Z3, x ≠ α.
* T = (αr , βs, αr) (or (αr , αr , βs), (βs, αr , αr)). There exists a unique block A ∈ B (or C) containing {α, β}. Since BA (or
CA) forms a PECS1(3|A|) (or PECS2(3|A|)) on A′, there exists a unique T ∈ B2x,j(A) ⊂ BA (or Crx,j(A) ⊂ CA) ⊂ F , where
x ≠ α, j ∈ Z3, r = 0, 1. 
Theorem 3.3. If there exist a 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), g
n1
1 · · · gnrr ), a PDCS(mk : 1) ∀ k ∈ KB , a PEDGDD(mk : 1) ∀ k ∈ KC , and a
DF(mk) ∀ k ∈ KD , then there exists a PECS((mg1)n1 · · · (mgr)nr : 1).
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Construction. Let 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), g
n1
1 · · · gnrr ) = (X,G,B,C,D), where G is a partition of
∑r
i=1 gini-set X into nigi-
groups (i ∈ Ir). Denote GA = {{x} × Im : x ∈ A} for A ⊆ X . Take w ∉ X × Im. By assumption, we have the following designs
(1)–(3):
(1) PDCS(m|A| : 1) = ((A× Im) ∪ {w},GA,BA) for A ∈ B. TheBA can be partitioned into 3m|A| disjointB jx,i(A) and one
B(A), x ∈ A, i ∈ Im, j ∈ I3, where
B1x,i(A) forms a DGDD(1
m(|A|−1)m1) on ((A× Im) ∪ {w}) \ {xi}with the long group ({x} × (Im \ {i})) ∪ {w},
B2x,i(A) (B
3
x,i(A)) forms a DGDD(1
m(|A|−1)(m− 1)1) on (A× Im) \ {xi}with the long group {x} × (Im \ {i}),
B(A) forms a DGDD(m|A|) on A× Im with the groups GA.
(2) PEDGDD(m|A| : 1) = ((A × Im) ∪ {w},GA,CA) for A ∈ C. The CA can be partitioned into 3m|A| disjoint C jx,i(A), x ∈
A, i ∈ Im, j ∈ I3, where
C1x,i(A) forms an EDGDD(m
|A|−111) on ((A \ {x})× Im) ∪ {xi}with the groups {xi} ∪ GA\{x},
C2x,i(A) (C
3
x,i(A)) forms an EDGDD(m
|A|−121) on ((A \ {x})× Im) ∪ {{w, xi}}with the groups {w, xi} ∪ GA\{x}.
(3) DF(m|A|) = (A × Im,GA,DA) for A ∈ D . TheDA can be partitioned into 3m|A| disjointD jx,i(A), x ∈ A, i ∈ Im, j ∈ I3,
where eachD jx,i(A) is a DGDD(m
|A|−1) on (A \ {x})× Im with the groups GA\{x}. Define
F
j
x,i =
 
x∈A∈B
B
j
x,i(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈C
C
j
x,i(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈D
D
j
x,i(A)

, x ∈ X, i ∈ Im, j ∈ I3; F =

A∈B
B(A).
Then, the collection {F jx,i : x ∈ X, i ∈ Im, j ∈ I3} ∪ {F } forms a PECS((mg1)n1 · · · (mgr)nr : 1) on (X × Im) ∪ {w}with the
groups {G× Im : G ∈ G} and the stem {w}.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.4. If there exists an e-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), gn), then there exists a PECS(gn : e− 1).
Proof. Let e-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4), gn) = (X,G,A0,A1, . . . ,Ae−1, T ), where G is a partition of the gn-set X into ng-groups. Let
S = {∞1, . . . ,∞e−1}. In the following (1) and (2), the symbol A → {0, 1, 2, 3} means a replacement: a, b, c, d in block A
by 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively. Then, we have to make the anti-replacement for the constructed blocks.
(1) For each block A = {a, b, c, d} ∈ A0, let A → {0, 1, 2, 3}, construct the following extended transitive triple families
{B jx(A) : x ∈ A, j ∈ I3} on A, whereB2x (A) = (B1x (A))−1, and
B10(A) = {(0, 2, 1), (1, 0, 3), (3, 2, 0), (1, 1, 2), (2, 2, 3), (3, 3, 1)}, B12(A) = {(a, b, c)+ 2 : (a, b, c) ∈ B10(A)},
B11(A) = {(1, 3, 2), (2, 1, 0), (0, 3, 1), (2, 3, 3), (3, 0, 0), (0, 2, 2)}, B13(A) = {(a, b, c)+ 2 : (a, b, c) ∈ B12(A)},
B30(A) = {(1, 2, 1), (2, 3, 2), (3, 1, 3)}, B31(A) = {(0, 3, 0), (2, 0, 2), (3, 2, 3)},
B32(A) = {(0, 1, 0), (1, 3, 1), (3, 0, 3)}, B33(A) = {(0, 2, 0), (1, 0, 1), (2, 1, 2)}.
(2) For each block A = {a, b, c, d} ∈ A1, let A → {0, 1, 2, 3}, construct the following transitive triple families
{D jx(A) : x ∈ A, j ∈ I3} ∪ {C(A)} on A ∪ {∞1}, whereD jx(A) = D j0(A)+ x, x ∈ Z4, and
D10 (A) = {(2, 1,∞1), (3,∞1, 1), (∞1, 3, 2), (1, 2, 3)}, D20 (A) = {(1, 2,∞1), (3,∞1, 2), (∞1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 3)},
D30 (A) = {(1, 3,∞1), (2,∞1, 3), (∞1, 1, 2), (3, 1, 0), (2, 0, 1), (0, 3, 2)}, C(A) = {(0, 1, 3)mod 4}.
(3) For A ∈ Ai, 2 ≤ i ≤ e− 1, there exists a DF(15) on A′ = A∪ {∞i} by Lemma 3.1(1). Its blocks can be partitioned into
15 disjoint E jx(i, A), each is a DGDD(14) on A′ \ {x}, x ∈ A′, j ∈ I3.
(4) For A ∈ T , there exists a DF(14) on A by Lemma 3.1(1). Its blocks can be partitioned into 12 disjointH jx(A), each is a
DGDD(13) on A \ {x}, x ∈ A, j ∈ I3.
Now, define
F jx =
 
x∈A∈A0
B jx(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈A1
D jx(A)

∪
 
2≤i≤e−1

x∈A∈Ai
E jx(A, i)

∪
 
x∈A∈T
H jx(A)

for x ∈ X, j ∈ I3,
F0 =

A∈A1
C(A), F3(i−2)+j = E j∞i(i, A) for 2 ≤ i ≤ e− 1.
We can check that each F jx forms an EDGDD(1g(n−1)(g + e − 1)1) on X ∪ S with the long group G ∪ S and each Fk forms a
DGDD(gn) on X with the groups G, x ∈ G ∈ G, k ∈ Z3e−5. Then, the collection {F jx : x ∈ X, j ∈ I3} ∪ {Fk : 0 ≤ k ≤ 3e− 6}
forms a PECS(gn : e− 1) on X ∪ S with the groups G and stem S. 
Theorem 3.5. If there exist 2-FG(3, (KB, KC, KD), g
n1
1 · · · gntt ), PECS∗(mk : r) ∀ k ∈ KB, PDGDD(mk : s) ∀ k ∈ KC and
DF(mk) ∀ k ∈ KD , then there exists a PECS((mg1)n1 · · · (mgt)nt : r + s).
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Proof. The theorem is similar to Theorem 2.3 in [9]. They differ only in whether the size of the groups in 2-FG are consistent.
The proof is similar. 
Theorem 3.6 ([12]). If there exists an LEDTS(v) then there exist an LEDTS(3v) and an LEDTS(3v, 3) for v ≥ 3, v ≠ 6.
4. LEDTS(v) of small orders
Lemma 4.1. There exists an LEDTS(k) for k = 1, 3, 5, 7.
Proof. (1) LEDTS(1) = {(Z1,A)}, whereA = {(0, 0, 0)}.
(2) LEDTS(3) = {(I3, Ej) : 0 ≤ j ≤ 6}, where
E0 = {111, 222, 333, 123, 321}, E1 = {121, 232, 313}, E2 = {131, 212, 323},
E3 = {113, 332, 122, 231}, E5 = {331, 112, 322, 213}, E4 = E−13 , E6 = E−15 .
(3) LEDTS(5) = {(Z5,Ax) : x ∈ Z5} ∪ {(Z5,Bk) : k ∈ Z4} ∪ {(Z5,Ck) : k ∈ Z4}, where
A0 = {000, 131, 212, 343, 424, 104, 203, 302, 401}, Ax = A0 + x, x ∈ Z5;
B0 = {001, 032 mod 5}, B1 = {002, 014 mod 5}, B2 = {003, 041 mod 5}, B3 = {004, 023 mod 5};
C0 = {011, 320 mod 5}, C1 = {022, 140 mod 5}, C2 = {033, 410 mod 5}, C3 = {044, 230 mod 5}.
(4) LEDTS(7) = {(F7,A0+ x) : x ∈ Fq}∪ {(F7, gkB0) : k ∈ Z6}∪ {(F7, gkC0) : k ∈ Z6}, where g = 3 is a primitive element
of the finite field F7. And, the element ga is denoted by its index a, the element 0 is denoted by ∗ inA0,B0 and C0.
A0 : ∗ ∗ ∗, 001, 112, 223, 334, 445, 550, 413, 524, 035, 140, 251, 302, 0 ∗ 4, 1 ∗ 5, 2 ∗ 0, 3 ∗ 1, 4 ∗ 2, 5 ∗ 3;
B0 : 1 ∗ ∗, 500, 411, 232, 313, ∗44, 055, 201, 340, 152, 254, 104, 453, 42∗, 35∗, ∗03, ∗51, 0 ∗ 2;
C0 : ∗0∗, 400, 101, 242, 303, 044, 5 ∗ 5, 415, 543, 250, 052, 132, 34∗, 351, ∗23, 2 ∗ 1, 1 ∗ 4. 
Lemma 4.2. There exist an LEDTS(11, 2), an LEDTS(11, 3) and an LEDTS(11).
Proof. Let X = Z8 ∪ {a, b, c}. First, construct an LEDTS(11, 3) = {(X,Ajx) : x ∈ Z8, j ∈ Z3} ∪ {(X, {a, b, c},Bk) : k ∈ Z7},
where allAj0 andBk are listed as follows,A
j
x = Aj0 + x, x ∈ Z8, j ∈ Z3, and two underlined blocks inA10 are changed into
(0, 4, 4) and (4, 0, 0)whenA10 → A1x for 4 ≤ x ≤ 7.
A00 : 7 0 0 a 1 1 5 2 2 3 4 3 4 2 4 b 5 5 6 3 6 c 7 7 a a 2 b b 0 c c 1
0 3 5 1 6 4 1 5 7 7 3 1 4 0 1 6 2 1 7 5 6 4 6 5 3 0 2 2 5 3 0 4 7
a 6 7 a 5 0 b 1 3 b 2 7 c 2 0 c 5 4 3 7 b 1 2 b 6 0 b 5 1 c 7 2 c
0 6 c 2 6 a 7 4 a 1 0 a a b 4 5 b a a c 3 3 c a b c 6 4 c b
A10 : 0 0 4 1 1 a 7 2 2 5 3 3 4 4 0 6 5 5 6 6 b 7 7 c 2 a a 3 b b 1 c c
0 2 5 0 6 3 1 4 3 7 5 1 5 6 2 3 2 6 2 3 1 7 6 0 5 7 4 6 4 7 4 1 5
1 2 7 a 3 5 a 1 6 a 0 7 b 3 7 b 2 0 b 6 1 c 7 3 c 0 1 c 4 6 1 0 b
4 2 b 2 4 c 3 0 c 3 4 a 5 0 a 7 a b b a 4 c a 2 6 a c c b 5 5 b c
A20 : 0 0 0 1 a 1 2 5 2 3 2 3 4 0 4 5 b 5 6 c 6 7 1 7 a 4 a b 4 b c 7 c
0 1 2 1 3 5 4 7 2 2 7 4 2 0 6 6 5 4 5 7 0 3 4 6 5 1 6 4 3 1 0 3 7
7 6 3 a 6 2 a 5 3 b 6 7 b 1 0 c 1 4 c 0 5 6 1 b 3 0 b 4 5 c 2 1 c
6 0 a 7 5 a a 7 b b 2 a a 0 c c 3 a b 3 c c 2 b
B0 : 0 a 5 0 b 6 0 c 7 0 2 2 0 3 4 mod 8; B1 : 0 a 3 0 b 2 0 c 4 0 0 1 0 6 5 mod 8;
B2 : 0 a 2 0 b 5 0 c 6 0 0 7 0 1 4 mod 8; B3 : 0 a 6 0 b 3 0 c 1 0 0 2 0 5 4 mod 8;
B4 : 0 a 7 0 b 4 0 c 2 0 0 3 0 5 6 mod 8; B5 : 0 a 4 0 b 1 0 c 5 0 0 6 0 7 2 mod 8;
B6 : 0 a 1 0 b 7 0 c 3 0 0 5 0 2 6 mod 8.
It is easy to check that eachAjx (x ∈ Z8, j ∈ Z3) is an EDTS(11) on X and each Bk (k ∈ Z7) is an EDTS(11, 3) on X with a
hole {a, b, c}. So, they form an LEDTS(11, 3).
Let Bk = Bk ∪ Ek, k ∈ Z7, where {({a, b, c}, Ek) : k ∈ Z7} is the LEDTS(3) in Lemma 4.1. Then, each Bk is an EDTS(11),
thus {(X,Ajx) : x ∈ Z8, j ∈ Z3} ∪ {(X,Bk) : k ∈ Z7} form an LEDTS(11).
Furthermore, define C0x = A0x for x ∈ Z8,
C ix = Aix for x ∈ Z∗8 \ {4} and i = 1, 2;
C10 = A10 \ {(0, 0, 4), (4, 4, 0)}, C14 = A14 \ {(0, 4, 4), (4, 0, 0)};
C20 = A20 \ {(0, 0, 0), (4, 0, 4)}, C24 = A24 \ {(4, 4, 4), (0, 4, 0)}.
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Obviously, each of C10 ,C
1
4 ,C
2
0 ,C
2
4 is the blocks of an EDTS(11, 2) on X with the hole {0, 4}. Therefore, {(X,C jx) : (x, j) ∈
(Z8 × Z3) \ M} ∪ {(X,Bk) : k ∈ Z7} ∪ {(X, {0, 4},C jx) : (x, j) ∈ M} forms an LEDTS(11, 2), where M = {(0, 1), (0, 2),
(4, 1), (4, 2)}. 
Lemma 4.3. There exists an LEDTS(13).
Construction. Let X = Z11 ∪ {u, v}. Define the following EDTS(13)s, where 10 ∈ Z11 is denoted by a.
A00 : u 9 0 u 3 a u 5 2 u 8 7 4 u 4 6 7 u 2 5 u a 3 u 0 9 u u 1 u u 6 v
v 2 3 v 4 6 v 5 a v 1 7 0 v 0 3 8 v 4 a v 7 5 v 2 1 v v 8 u v 9 v
a a a 1 a 1 6 9 6 2 2 7 3 3 2 5 5 9 7 7 8 8 8 3 9 9 5 0 1 2 1 3 5 0 3 6 0 4 8
4 2 0 6 5 4 9 8 a 0 a 7 2 a 9 4 3 7 8 2 4 a 6 8 7 9 3 8 0 5 2 8 6 6 3 1 5 7 6
7 1 4 9 7 2 5 3 0 8 9 1 a 4 5 7 a 0 6 a 2 1 6 0 3 9 4 5 1 8 4 1 9
A10 : u 6 6 u a 2 u 1 5 a u 0 1 u 3 4 u 7 6 u 4 9 u 8 0 7 u 5 2 u 3 u u 8 u v
v 5 5 v 0 3 v a 7 5 v 6 0 v 2 7 v 4 a v 8 2 v 1 1 4 v 6 3 v v u 9 9 v v
3 3 6 9 9 0 a 9 a 2 4 2 1 0 0 4 1 1 5 7 7 7 8 8 8 4 4 0 4 5 0 9 1 8 6 2 1 2 7
7 6 0 8 7 3 0 6 8 2 8 0 3 9 2 1 8 9 1 6 a a 6 1 8 5 a 3 4 8 3 7 1 3 5 0 5 9 4
2 6 5 7 a 5 7 2 9 4 9 6 6 9 7 9 5 3 5 8 1 2 3 a a 4 3 4 0 a
A20 : u 2 3 u 5 a u 9 4 u 8 6 4 u 1 2 2 u 9 0 u 1 6 u a 5 u 8 7 u u u 0 u v 7
v 1 5 v a 6 v 2 0 v 4 3 6 v 9 7 7 v 9 a v 0 2 v 4 8 v 5 1 v 3 v u v v 8
4 4 2 9 9 6 1 9 1 5 6 5 3 6 6 4 a a 7 0 0 9 3 3 a 8 8 3 9 8 5 7 3 2 a 1 0 3 5
3 1 2 6 2 7 0 8 1 7 5 9 2 8 5 2 6 4 a 7 2 6 3 a 1 a 4 7 6 1 6 8 0 4 5 0 5 8 4
0 4 6 1 7 8 1 3 0 8 2 9 3 7 4 9 5 2 4 9 7 0 7 a 8 a 3 a 0 9
B0 : u u u v u v 0 5 0 0 u 4 0 v 7 0 1 3 3 1 0 (mod 11);
B1 : u v u v v v 0 6 0 0 u 7 0 v 4 0 2 3 3 2 0 (mod 11);
B2 : u u v v v u 0 4 0 0 u 5 0 v 6 0 1 9 0 3 2 (mod 11);
B3 : v u u u v v 0 7 0 0 u 6 0 v 5 0 8 9 0 a 2 (mod 11).
LetAjx = Aj0+ x, x ∈ Z11, j ∈ Z3, then it is not difficult to verify that eachBk orAj0 (thenAjx) is an EDTS(13) on X . Therefore,
the collection {(X,Ajx) : x ∈ Z11, j ∈ Z3} ∪ {(X,Bk) : k ∈ Z4} forms an LEDTS(13). 
5. Existence of LEDTS(6t + 1) and LEDTS(6t + 3)
Theorem 5.1. There exists an LEDTS(6k+ 1) for any integer k ≥ 0.
Proof. For k = 0, 1, 2, there exists an LEDTS(6k+ 1) by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3.
When k ≥ 3, there exist 2-FG(3, (3, 3, 4), 2k) for k ≡ 0, 1 mod 3 and 2-FG(3, (3, 3, {4, 6}), 2k−241) for k ≡ 2 mod 3
by Lemma 1.2(6) and (5). There exist PEDGDD(33 : 1), PDCS(33 : 1),DF(34) and DF(36) by Examples 2.5 and 2.6 and
Lemma 3.1(1), (2). So, we can get a PECS(6k : 1) for k ≡ 0, 1 mod 3 and a PECS(6k−2121 : 1) for k ≡ 2 mod 3 by
Theorem 3.3. Since there exists an LEDTS(7) which is also an LEDTS(7, 1) and an LEDTS(13) by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, there
exists an LEDTS(6k+ 1) for any integer k ≥ 3 by Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 5.2. There exists an LEDTS(6k+ 3) for any integer k ≥ 0.
Proof. For k = 0, 1, 2, there exist an LEDTS(3) and an LEDTS(5) by Lemma 4.1, so there exist an LEDTS(9) and an LEDTS(15)
by Theorem 3.6.
When k ≥ 3, there exist 2-FG(3, (3, 3, 4), 2k) for k ≡ 0, 1 mod 3 and 2-FG(3, (3, 3, {4, 6}), 2k−241) for k ≡ 2 mod 3
by Lemma 1.2(6) and (5). There exist a PECS∗(33 : 1) by Example 2.2, a PDGDD(33 : 2) by [9], a DF(34) and a DF(36) by
Lemma 3.1(1), (2). So, we can get a PECS(6k : 3) for any integer k ≡ 0, 1 mod 3 and a PECS(6k−2121 : 3) for any integer
k ≡ 2 mod 3 by Theorem 3.5. Since there exist an LEDTS(3) and an LEDTS(5) by Lemma 4.1, there exist an LEDTS(9), an
LEDTS(9, 3) and an LEDTS(15) by Theorem 3.6. Then we can get an LEDTS(6k+ 3) for k ≥ 3 by Theorem 3.1. 
6. Existence of LEDTS(6t + 5)s
Lemma 6.1. There exist PECS∗(6k : 0) and PDGDD(6k : 5) for integer k ≥ 3.
Proof. There exists a 2-FG(3, ({3, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}), 2k) for k ≥ 3, by Lemma 1.2(1). For i = 3, 5, there exist a PECS1(3i) and
a PECS2(3i) by Examples 2.3 and 2.4, and there exists a DF(3i+1) by Lemma 3.1(1) and (2). Then, there exists a PECS∗(6k : 0)
by Theorem 3.2.
For given k ≥ 3, by Lemma 1.2(8), there exists a GDD(3, 4, 6k+1). Deleting its one group, we can get a 6-fan GDD(3, (3,
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4), 6k) = X,G′, T ∪ 1≤i≤6Ai. Construct a PDGDD(6k : 5) on X ∪ S with the groups G = G′ ∪ S, where
S = {∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4,∞5}, G′ = {Gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. In the following (1)–(3), the symbol A → {0, 1, 2} means a
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replacement: a, b, c in block A by 0, 1, 2 respectively. Then, we have to make the anti-replacement for the constructed
blocks.
(1) For each block A = {a, b, c} ∈ A1, let A → {0, 1, 2}, construct the following transitive triple families {B jx(A) : x ∈
A, j ∈ I3} on A ∪ {∞1}, whereB jx(A) = B j0(A)+ x, x ∈ Z3, and
B10(A) = {(∞1, 1, 2), (2, 1,∞1)}, B20(A) = {(∞1, 2, 1), (1, 2,∞1)}, B30(A) = {(0, 1, 2), (2, 1, 0)}.
(2) For each block A = {a, b, c} ∈ A2, let A → {0, 1, 2}, construct the following transitive triple families {C jx(A) : x ∈
A, j ∈ I3} on A ∪ {∞2}, where C jx(A) = C j0(A)+ x, x ∈ Z3, and
C10(A) = {(∞2, 1, 2), (2, 1,∞2)}, C20(A) = {(0, 1, 2), (2, 1, 0)}, C30(A) = {(∞2, 2, 1), (1, 2,∞2)}.
(3) For each block A = {a, b, c} ∈ A3, let A → {0, 1, 2}, construct the following transitive triple families {D jx(A) : x ∈
A, j ∈ I3} on A ∪ {∞1,∞2}, whereD jx(A) = D j0(A)+ x, x ∈ Z3, and
D10 (A) = {(0, 1, 2), (2, 1, 0)}, D20 (A) = {(1,∞2, 2), (2,∞2, 1)}, D30 (A) = {(1,∞1, 2), (2,∞1, 1)}.
(4) For each block A ∈ Ai (4 ≤ i ≤ 6), by Lemma 3.1, there exists a DF(14) on A ∪ {∞i−1}. Its blocks can be partitioned
into 12 disjoint E jx(i, A), each one is a DGDD(13) on (A ∪ {∞i−1}) \ {x}, x ∈ A ∪ {∞i−1}, j ∈ I3.
(5) For each block A ∈ T , by Lemma 3.1, there exists a DF(14) on A. Its blocks can be partitioned into 12 disjointH jx(A),
each one is a DGDD(13) on A \ {x}, x ∈ A, j ∈ I3.
Now, for x ∈ X and j ∈ I3, define
F jx =
 
x∈A∈A1
B jx(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈A2
C jx(A)

∪
 
x∈A∈A3
D jx(A)

∪
 
4≤i≤6

x∈A∈Ai
E jx(i, A)

∪
 
x∈A∈T
H jx(A)

,
F j∞i−1 =

A∈Ai
E j∞i−1(i, A) for 4 ≤ i ≤ 6.
We can check that eachF jx forms a DGDD(6k) on X \ (Gi \{x})with the groups (G\{S,Gi})∪{S∪{x}}, x ∈ Gi, and eachF j∞i−1
forms a DGDD(6k) on X \ S with the groups G′. Therefore, the collection {F jx : x ∈ X, j ∈ I3} ∪ {F j∞i−1 : 4 ≤ i ≤ 6, j ∈ I3}
forms the desired PDGDD(6k : 5) on X ∪ S with the groups G. 
Theorem 6.1. There exist an LEDTS(12k+ 5) and an LEDTS(12k+ 5, 5) for non-negative integer k ≠ 2.
Proof. Since there exists a 4-FG(3, (4, 4, 4, 4, 4), 44) which is also a 2-FG(3, (4, 4, 4), 44) by Lemma 1.2(3), there exists a
PECS(44 : 1)by Theorem3.4. There exists an LEDTS(5)which is also an LEDTS(5, 1)by Lemma4.1, so there exist an LEDTS(17)
and an LEDTS(17, 5) by Theorem 3.1.
There exists a 2-FG(3, ({3, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}), 2k) for k ≥ 3 by Lemma 1.2(1). For i = 3, 5, there exist a PECS∗(6i : 0) and
a PDGDD(6i : 5) by Lemma 6.1 and a DF(6i+1) by Lemma 3.1(1), (2). Then, a PECS(12k : 5) for any k ≥ 3 can be obtained
by Theorem 3.5. From the existence of LEDTS(17) and LEDTS(17, 5), there exist LEDTS(12k + 5) and LEDTS(12k + 5, 5) for
k ≥ 3 by Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 6.2. There exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5) for odd k ∈ {37, 39, 43} ∪ [57, 73] ∪ [81, 157] ∪ [177,∞).
Proof. Let K4 = {k ≥ 4}. For odd k ∈ {37, 39, 43} ∪ [57, 73] ∪ [81, 157] ∪ [177,∞), there exists a 2-FG(3, (K4, K4, K4), k)
of type 11gα11 · · · gαrr , where gi ≠ 4 is even (see Lemma 1.2(2)). Since there exist a PECS∗(6n : 0), PDGDD(6n : 5) and DF(6n)
for any n ∈ K4 by Lemmas 6.1, 3.1(1)–(3), there exists a PECS(61(6g1)α1 · · · (6gr)αr : 5) by Theorem 3.5. But, there exists
an LEDTS(6gi + 5, 5), 1 ≤ i ≤ r , by Theorem 6.1, and there exists an LEDTS(11) by Lemma 4.2, so the conclusion holds by
Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 6.3. There exist an LEDTS(36t + 11) and an LEDTS(36t + 11, 3) for t ≥ 0. Especially, there exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5)
for k ∈ {7, 13, 19, 25, 31, 49, 55, 79, 163, 169, 175}.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2(4), there exists a 2-FG(3, (3, 4, 4), 34t+1) for t > 0. And, there exist a PECS∗(33 : 0) by [9] and a
PDGDD(34 : 2) by Example 2.1, a DF(34) and a DF(36) by Lemma 3.1(1), (2), we can get a PECS(94t+1 : 2) by Theorem 3.5.
Since there exist an LEDTS(11, 2) and an LEDTS(11) by Lemma 4.2, there exists an LEDTS(36t + 11) for t ≥ 0 by
Theorem 3.1. Then, we can get the conclusion. By the construction of LEDTS(11) in Lemma 4.2, there exists an LEDTS(36t +
11, 3) for t ≥ 0. 
Theorem 6.4. There exists an LEDTS(144t+35) for t ≥ 0. Especially, there exists an LEDTS(6k+5) for k ∈ {5, 29, 53, 77, 173}.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2(3) there exists a (36t + 8)-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), (36t + 8)4) for t ≥ 0 which is also a 4-FG(3, (4,
4, 4, 4, 4), (36t+8)4), so there exists a PECS((36t+8)4 : 3) by Theorem 3.4. Further, there exist an LEDTS(36t+11) and an
LEDTS(36t+11, 3) by Theorem 6.3, we can get an LEDTS(144t+35) for t ≥ 0 by Theorem 3.1. So, there exists LETDS(6k+5)
for k ∈ {5, 29, 53, 77, 173}. 
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Theorem 6.5. There exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5) for k ∈ {17, 21}.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2(3) there exists a 24-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), 244) and a 32-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), 324) which are also a
12-FG(3, (4, . . . , 4, 4), 244) and a 4-FG(3, (4, 4, 4, 4, 4), 324), so there exist a PECS(244 : 11) and a PECS(324 : 3) by
Theorem 3.4. From Theorem 6.4, there exists an LEDTS(35), and by its construction, an LEDTS(35, 11) and an LEDTS(35, 3)
also exist. So there exist an LEDTS(107) and an LEDTS(131) by Theorem 3.1. 
Let q be an odd prime power, g be a primitive element of the finite field Fq, so Fq = {0, 1, g, g2, . . . , gq−2}. For a transitive
triple B = (a, b, c) and x ∈ Fq, y ∈ F∗q , denote B + x = (a + x, b + x, c + x) and yB = (ya, yb, yc). All transitive triples
consisted by distinct elements are partitioned into q− 2 orbits Ti, and each Ti is separated into q sub-orbits Ti(x), each Ti can
also be separated into q− 1 sub-orbits Hi(j) as follows.
Ti = ∪{Ti(x) : x ∈ Fq}, Hi(j) = {g j(1+ x, x, g i + x) : x ∈ Fq}, 1 ≤ i ≤ q− 2, j ∈ Zq−1,
Ti(x) = {g j(1+ x, x, g i + x) : j ∈ Zq−1} = T 1i (x) ∪ T 2i (x), x ∈ Fq, where
T 1i (x) =

g2j(1+ x, x, g i + x) : 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 3
2

and T 2i (x) =

g2j+1(1+ x, x, g i + x) : 0 ≤ j ≤ q− 3
2

.
In Theorem 6.6, we will use the notices to construct an LEDTS(q).
Theorem 6.6. For k ∈ {3, 4, 9, 11}, there exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5).
Proof. LEDTS(6k + 5) = {(F6k+5,Ax) : x ∈ F6k+5} ∪ {(F6k+5,Bi) : i ∈ Z6k+4} ∪ {(F6k+5,Ci) : i ∈ Z6k+4}, where
Ax = A0 + x, B2t = g2tB00 ,B2t+1 = g2tB10 ,Ci = g iC0 (x ∈ F6k+5, t ∈ Z3k+2, i ∈ Z6k+4), and g is the primitive element of
F6k+5. Below, for each k, list the correspondingA0,B00 ,B
1
0 and C0.
k = 3 (F23, g = 5) : B10 = B00 , C0 = (B00)−1,
A0 : T 18 (17), T 28 (21), T 19 (1), T 29 (0), T 110(17), T 210(0),
T 111(13), T
2
11(9), T
1
12(3), T
2
12(1), T
1
13(20), T
2
13(19), T
1
14(5), T
2
14(3) and (0, 0, 0), (a, 0, a), a ∈ F∗23.
B00 : H1(13),H2(19),H3(15),H4(12),H5(0),H6(1),H7(2) and (a, a, a+ 1), a ∈ F23.
k = 4 (F29, g = 2) : B10 = B00 , C0 = (B00)−1,
A0 : T10(0), T11(2), T12(16), T13(23), T14(3), T15(8), T16(15), T17(20), T18(10), (0, 0, 0), (a, 0, a), a ∈ F∗29.
B00 : H1(0),H2(1),H3(4),H4(9),H5(16),H6(18),H7(12),H8(19),H9(11) and (a, a, a+ g10), a ∈ F29.
k = 9 (F59, g = 2):
A0 : T 21 (33), T 25 (15), T 115(17), T 215(35), T 217(45), T 118(45), T20(0), T21(2), T22(1), T23(5), T24(7), T25(10),
T26(12), T27(3), T28(20), T29(16), T30(25), T31(22), T 133(40), T
2
36(51), T
1
41(52), T
1
43(32),
T 248(52), T
1
52(57), T
2
53(17), T
1
57(55) and (0, 0, 0), (a, 0, a), a ∈ F∗59.
B00 : H1(0),H2(42),H2(47),H3(35),H3(52),H4(7),H4(16),H5(2),H16(8),H17(4),H18(39),H33(19),
H36(6),H41(57),H43(37),H48(14),H52(21),H53(32),H57(55) and (a, a, a+ g17), a ∈ F59.
B10 : H6(0),H6(1),H7(2),H7(3),H8(4),H8(9),H9(6),H9(43),H10(10),H10(17),H11(26),H11(55),
H12(24),H12(29),H13(21),H13(50),H14(42),H14(45),H16(33) and (a, a, a+ g48), a ∈ F59.
C0 : H19(0),H32(1),H34(2),H35(3),H37(5),H38(8),H39(11),H40(23),H42(25),H44(35),H45(26),H46(53),
H47(28),H49(24),H50(55),H51(10),H54(39),H55(14),H56(51) and (a, a+ g18, a+ g18), a ∈ F59.
k = 11 (F71, g = 7):
A0 : T 15 (29), T 214(18), T 115(52), T19(13), T24(0), T25(2), T26(1), T27(6), T28(8), T29(3), T30(11), T31(4),
T32(17), T33(22), T34(16), T35(25), T36(36), T37(9), T38(31), T 141(67), T
1
43(56), T
2
44(50), T
1
45(66),
T 246(66), T
2
48(14), T
2
50(67), T
2
51(61), T
1
61(48), T
2
61(57), T
2
68(52) and (0, 0, 0), (a, 0, a), a ∈ F∗71.
B00 : (a, a, a+ g61), a ∈ F71,
H1(30),H1(51),H2(3),H2(38),H3(55),H3(68),H4(43),H4(64),H5(19),H6(42),H6(57),H14(0),
H44(2),H46(4),H48(8),H50(10),H51(16),H68(14),H15(65),H41(35),H43(31),H45(69),H69(29).
B10 : (a, a, a+ g68), a ∈ F71,
H7(2),H7(25),H8(4),H8(43),H9(8),H9(65),H10(10),H10(11),H11(3),H11(12),H12(22),H12(63),
H13(48),H13(57),H16(15),H16(36),H17(41),H17(68),H18(9),H18(24),H20(42),H20(61),H69(0).
C0 : (a, a+ g2, a+ g2), a ∈ F71,
H21(0),H22(2),H23(3),H39(1),H40(7),H42(6),H47(8),H49(9),H52(10),H53(32),H54(66),H55(26),
H56(33),H57(29),H58(30),H59(62),H60(22),H62(64),H63(11),H64(40),H65(65),H66(67),H67(17). 
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Theorem 6.7. For k ∈ {41, 45, 47, 51, 75, 159, 161, 165, 167, 171}, there exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5).
Proof. Let q be a prime power. Deleting two points from an S(3, q+ 1, q2 + 1) in Lemma 1.2(7), we can get a 2-FG(3, (q, q,
q+ 1), (q− 1)q+1). Starting from such designs, let us construct some new 2-fan designs.
(1) Take q = 7, delete one point from a group: FG(3, (7, 7, 8), 68)→ FG(3, ({6, 7}, {6, 7}, {7, 8}), 5167);
delete three points from a group: FG(3, (7, 7, 8), 68)→ FG(3, ({6, 7}, {6, 7}, {6, 7, 8}), 3167);
delete one group and one point in another group: FG(3, (7, 7, 8), 68)→ FG(3, ({5, 6, 7}, {5, 6, 7}, {5, 6, 7, 8}), 5166).
(2) Take q = 8, delete an 8-block and four points from the remaining 7-group:
FG(3, (8, 8, 9), 79)→ FG(3, ({7, 8}, {6, 7, 8}, {7, 8, 9}), 6871)→ FG(3, ({6, 7, 8}, {5, . . . , 8}, {5, . . . , 9}), 3168).
(3) Take q = 9, delete 5 points from a group: FG(3, (9, 9, 10), 810)→ FG(3, ({8, 9}, {8, 9}, {8, 9, 10}), 3189).
(4) Take q = 16, delete a 16-block, delete one 15-group and three 14-groups, delete 11 points from a group:
FG(3, (16, 16, 17), 1517) → FG(3, ({15, 16}, {14, 15, 16}, {15, 16, 17}), 1416151)
→ FG(3, ({11, . . . , 16}, {10, . . . , 16}, {7, . . . , 17}), 1413)
→ FG(3, ({10, . . . , 16}, {9, . . . , 16}, {5, . . . , 17}), 141231).
(5) Take q = 13, delete i points from a group:
FG(3, (13, 13, 14), 1214)→ FG(3, ({12, 13}, {12, 13}, {12, 13, 14}), 1213(12− i)1), for i = 1, 3, 7, 9.
For j ≥ 4, there exist PECS∗(6j : 0), PDGDD(6j : 5) and DF(6j) by Lemmas 6.1 and 3.1. Thus, from the 2-FG(3, (· · ·), a1bn)
of type a1bn given in (1)–(5), we can get the corresponding PECS((6a)1(6b)n : 5) by Theorem 3.5. Further, there exist
LEDTS(6a + 5) by Theorems 6.4, 6.6 and LEDTS(6b + 5, 5) by Theorem 6.1. We will get the desired ten LEDTS(6k + 5)s
by Theorem 3.1, where k = a+ nb. These parameters are listed in the following table.
a1bn 5167 3167 5166 3168 3189 311412 311213 511213 911213 1111213
a 5 3 5 3 3 3 3 5 9 11
b 6 6 6 6 8 14 12 12 12 12
n 7 7 6 8 9 12 13 13 13 13
k = a+ nb 47 45 41 51 75 171 159 161 165 167

Theorem 6.8. There exists an LEDTS(6k+ 5) for any integer k ≥ 0 except possible k = 15, 23, 27, 33, 35.
Proof. The conclusion can be obtained from Theorems 6.1–6.7 and Lemma 4.1. 
7. Conclusion
Theorem 7.1. There exists an LEDTS(v) for any odd v except possible v = 95, 143, 167, 203, 215.
Proof. We can get the conclusion by Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 6.8. 
Theorem 7.2. There exists an LEDTS(v) for any integer v ≠ 4 except possible v = 95, 143, 167, 203, 215.
Proof. We can get the conclusion by Theorem 7.1 and [9]. 
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